The Cover photo was submitted by Phil Sayer and is a view from the top of a
pass in the Alsace, France. Mike Roberts did the cover picture editing and
graphical work.
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Chairman's Chat
A very warm welcome to the July edition of
the SAM Observer.
I'm writing this following a busy weekend
and an even busier previous few weeks
which included a touring holiday where I
rode to Rome and back! More on this later.
This last weekend saw the Auto Cycle
Union's (ACU), National Road Rally (NRR)
take place. I assisted Rob Day, our former
Chief Observer and Control Point Organiser,
for a few hours at the Bury St Edmunds
control point from the start of the event, which runs from 12:00 noon on Saturday
to 8:00 am on Sunday. It was quite heart-warming that by the time my stint was
over we'd received more participants than the whole of last year's event. If you'd
like to take part in next year's NRR, which I'm considering doing myself, it's
being held on the weekend of the 7th / 8th July. Further details of the various
challenges, entry details and many other ACU events throughout the year can be
found on their website.
https://www.acu.org.uk/
After helping out at the control point I took the opportunity to collect a few more
pictures at the Westerly and North Westerly locations of Suffolk, for this year's
Chiefs' Challenge. These included Bury St Edmunds, Kentford, Newmarket,
Mildenhall and Lakenheath. At the aircraft viewing area at Lakenheath, I was
hoping to get a couple of the 48th Fighter Wing, F15 Strike Eagles taking off in
the background of my selfie. I waited what must have been 10 minutes but alas
none appeared. If you've managed to get any flying aircraft in your selfie here
it'd be great to see it and to see it shared with the membership by way of an
article for the magazine.
The trip I'd been considering for several years now, as advertised in my January
Chat along with an invite to all, came to fruition last month seeing myself and
Colin Will team up, leaving the UK to ride to Rome and back in a little over two
weeks. We planned the general route together. I did the detailed route / Sat Nav
planning and Colin booked the campsites for each of our nightly stopovers.
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Garvia Pass looking towards Pezzo
We didn't ride every day though taking 3 days off of the bikes to do some
sightseeing in Venice, Rome and Lucerne. I took the opportunity to ride the high
altitude passes through the Alps in both directions. Colin elected for the lower
main routes, albeit just as picturesque by all accounts. We clocked up just over
3,000 miles for the whole trip. Colin said it's the longest demonstration /
observed ride he's ever been on! Here's one of my favourite photos from the trip
taken on my descent of the Garvia Pass, in the Italian Alps.
Many thanks to Simon Weir, editor of RiDE magazine for his talk on test riding
motorcycles at last month's group night. “It's a tough job but someone has to do
it.”
This month's guest speakers are Phil and Dee Acton who are going to give us a
talk about their recent motorcycling adventure through Central and South
America. See you there.
Cheers

Steve
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New Associate Members
Amanda Langan Aidan Lusher Andy Wray Peter Verebelyi
Jason Lambourne
If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and
he will put your name in the next Issue

IAM Test Passes
Congratulations to the members who have passed their
Advanced test this month.
Robert Baker
Michael Nut

his Observers were
his Observer was

John Morgan and Paul Spalding
Andre Castle

When you pass your advanced test please let
Karl Hale or Susan Smith know.
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SAM Theory Evenings
As most of you know, on the Thursday evening, directly after Group Nights,
SAM holds its monthly Theory Evening. Based on an ever revolving subject list
of important rider skills these nights are an informal evening of facts and lively
banter all aimed at improving your ride based on the
information in the Advanced Rider Course Logbook.
Each session covers one of the four main topic areas;
Overtaking
Cornering

Planning & Positioning
Gears & Acceleration

Mainly aimed at Associates going through the course, these
evenings are also a good way for full members to brush up on
their theory and add their experiences and questions to the session.
The great benefit of attending these sessions in the classroom means it saves time
on the road, covering theory and has the added advantage of an opportunity to
discuss any issues you may have generally on your Advanced Rider Course.

Karl Hale,
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Tim Hedley
It is with regret that I have to announce the passing away recently of Tim Hedley
Tim has been a member since March 2010 and was suffering with both a heart
complaint and prostate cancer for some time.
Our thoughts go out to his wife, Pauline at what must be a very stressful time.

Bryan Duncan

Copdock Fun Run
21st May was the first run organised by the Copdock Motorcycle club of 2017.
It took a route from Cameo hotel via Hadleigh up to Lavenham across to
Sudbury and along to Long Melford finishing at the Rattlesden bike show. A few
of us from SAM ended up there as well and also took the short ride over to
Mototechniks for their Yamaha demo day.
19 SAM members helped marshal the route, directing the fun runners at major
junctions. 190 bikes attended the day raising £1000 for St Nicholas Hospice,
Bury St Edmunds.
The organisers thank SAM and it’s volunteers for their assistance. I echo this
thanks for those that helped me on my first time organising the marshals for this
event, especially for Mike in leading the group out and dropping off at
marshalling points.
I’ll be asking for help again for the next run on 27th August so pop it in your
diary and let me know if you can assist.
Again a big thanks to you all.

Giles Arbon
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A Step back in time
I think respect is due to be paid to some of the biking old timers, the catalyst for
my realisation being a recent step back into the last millennium when, it's fair to
observe, bikes were somewhat more basic than they are today.
This week I dropped off my Z100SX off for a service and arranged a courtesy
bike. Previously, garages had kindly lent me nice new ER6s for the day, though I
always felt they missed a trick as a “step up” bike would possibly lead to a sale,
at a later date. Our friends in Stowmarket took the opposite approach though, as I
was given the keys to a 16 year old CBF500, which coincidentally was the same
bike I did my DAS training on many years ago.
The guy in the shop showed me to my carriage and started off telling me there
was a manual choke, a message that literally had me trying not to laugh. My
early cars all had manual chokes and I remembered how if you left them half out
(not too much to flood the engine) you got a bit more 'kick' from the throttle.
That was until I worked out it also meant my fuel consumption went down but
still, it was fun finding out.
So I got on the CBF and headed off for the day, wondering just how crap this old
thing really was given her lack of modern features. Now I don't pretend to know
the exact workings of the latest ABS system, or indeed have the faintest clue
what “fuel injection with oval sub-throttles” (Copyright Kawasaki) even means,
but some modern luxuries are kind of handy. Like some form of fuel indicator
giving you a clue as to the need to fill up, or a screen to keep the worst of the
road off you.
Anyhow, important not to prejudge and I headed off, the old dear getting up to
motorway speed fairly quickly without too much effort and she held the speed
without too much difficultly. Not autobahn speed, but the A14 isn't an autobahn
so 70 odd would do. Then onto some twisties and after a couple of tentative
bends, I soon realised that she could go round bends too. And what more do any
of us really need?
Which got me thinking about modern bikes and the huge expense we all seem
happy to lavish on our wheels, when they in essence do pretty much exactly what
bikes did 25 years ago, only for about 3 times the cost. Don't get me wrong, I
love my Z1000sx, absolutely love her. She's just back from a trip to Barcelona
via Lake Geneva (Cos we could) and she didn't miss a beat. She handled some
tough mountain passes with ease and her luggage system proved a god send at
the end of tiring day's riding in what was at times, ridiculous heat. She was fast
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out of the bends, steady in them and didn't seem to lose much power at altitude,
which was a problem with my old CBF1000.
But as an example of how spoiled we are was one of the lads of the trip (a proper
all the gear...guy) had the latest KTM 1290 GT, which comes in at £16k. Sixteen
grand before you sort out some decent tyres and stick a new can on it. That's a
crazy expense and when quizzed why he'd switched from the Multistrada he said
cos the KTM had a quickshifter. He switched bikes, cos moving his left gear
leaver 3 inches to change gear was too much effort...
But irrespective of the ridiculousness of the modern tourer (bike and rider) I
wonder how people toured 25 years ago, but tour they clearly did. Forget state of
the art detachable panniers, the bungee was your friend, the simplicity of the bike
your friend, and let's be honest and most of us get nowhere near the limits of our
modern bikes with our limited riding skills.
So respect to those who managed big tours back in the day, who learnt to note
their mileage so as knowing when to stop. Who fiddled away with their bungees
every morning. And who can ride by setting a sensible pace into a bend,
rendering their ABS obsolete. They also know they did it on bikes that are a
fraction of the cost of today's bikes, less comfortable, less toys, but tour they did.
And respect to them too :-)

Nick Braley

Ride Co-ordinators and
Ride Leaders
Ride Leaders and Ride Coordinators are the full SAM members that facilitate
SAM social rides. In order to maintain and hopefully increase the club social
rides, the club needs sufficient numbers to allow our much-loved breakfast,
Summer Chip and Winter Saturday Jaunts to continue. If you are interested in
helping the club, and helping yourself by becoming a Ride Co-ordinator and ride
Leader, please contact Sara Hale to find out more information about one or both
of these roles.
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BREAKFAST RUN 2017
6th August 2017
Bury Lane Farm Shop
A10 Bypass
Melbourn
Royston
Herts
SG8 6DF
Tel: 01763 260418
http://www.burylanefarmshop.co.uk

Meet at Stowmarket Tescos IP14 5BE in good time for 08:30 Briefing and
subsequent departure.
All riders must attend Briefing.
Ride Co-ordinator: Richard Ockelton
Leave Tescos to the A1120 roundabout taking third junction (A1120).
Turn right at the traffic lights then left at the roundabout into Needham Road.
Bear left at the first mini roundabout and then right at the second, onto Combs
Lane.
At the T Junction take a right onto the (B1115) Finborough Road, then a first
left to Lower Road.
After Stowmarket Golf Club take a left on Stowmarket Road toward Rattlesden.
Continue on Felsham road to Great Green.
Turn left towards Cockfield on Chapel Road / Howe lane.
At the T Junction turn right on (A1141), for (A134) turning right then first Left
Chapel Road leading to Bury Road.
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Turn left on Bells Lane follow this road until reaching junction for Bury Road.
Turn left then right on Whepstead Road.
Turn right on Straight Road, which then becomes Rectory road. Continue to
junction.
Turn right on (B1066) then a left Church Hill, sweeps to left on Rede Road.
Follow road around to right Old School Road/ Chedburgh Road.
Then at Junction take a Left on (A143).
Stay on A143 until 2nd Junction on the right after Highpoint Prison (sign posted
Great Thurlow). Turn right into Bury Road.
At T Junction turn left on (B1061), then right on Withersfield Road.
Continue on this road until the cross monument in Withesfield.
Turn right into Church Street. Continue until reaching T Junction and turn right
on (A1307).
Just after Linton, left turn on Pamperford Road.
Take second junction of the roundabout heading for (A505).
Continue on A505 over three roundabouts and past Duxford Air Museum.
On leaving Flint Cross and resuming NSL, take the 2nd right, New Road, leading
to Melbourn.
At the traffic lights turn right and immediate left into Station Road.
At Junction with (A10) turn left on to and follow (A10), until sign on the right
for Bury Lane Farm Shop, follow road around to car park.
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Chip Run
24th August 2017
Yates Fish & Chips, 15-21 Old Pier St, Walton on the Naze, CO14 8AH
Tel: 01255 674303
Meet in car park behind B&M Home Store at Copdock IP8 3TT in good time for
18:15 Briefing and subsequent departure.
All riders must attend Briefing.
Ride Co-ordinator Dean Harris.
Leaving carpark at first two mini roundabouts, turn left. At main roundabout 1st
exit Ipswich.
Keeping left, at traffic lights turn left A1071 Hadleigh. At Hadleigh roundabout
continue towards Sudbury.
Turn left into Hadleigh on B1070. At the end of the High Street (Give Way) go
straight on. Continue on B1070 through Raydon, Holton St Mary, East Bergolt to
Cattawade.
At roundabout take 3rd exit A137 towards Manningtree. Under the railway
bridge.
At roundabout take 1st exit B1352 Manningtree. Continue on B1352 through
Manningtree and Mistley to Bradfield.
At Strangers Pub turn left (continuation of B1352). At Ramsey roundabout go
straight, signposted B1352 Dovercourt.
At the top of the hill by church, turn right into Mayes Lane. Follow lane to T
Junction and turn right B1414.
Follow B1414 through Little and Great Oakley and onward towards Thorpe-LeSoken.
Turn left, signposted Frinton/Walton B1034. In Walton at T Junction (Church)
left turn. Bear right towards the seafront. Pass Yates (on your right) and turn
left along the seafront.
2nd Left turn into Saville Street where there is a car park. Free of charge from
18:00 to 08:00am each day.
NB. If you park at the top end you can walk to Yates via High Street and left turn
into Newgate Street.
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Social Rides
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the vehicle
at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group activities and that
the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists cannot and do not accept any
liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage to vehicle occurring in
the course of any rally or other event organised by the Group. Any member
attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own risk and must maintain
their own insurance to cover any said injury to person or damage to vehicle and
must be riding a road legal vehicle, having valid road tax, insurance and MOT
certificate (if applicable).
Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committee’s
guidelines as follows:
You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map of the
route
If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine.
Be responsible for your own safety
Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time.
Have a FULL tank of fuel
No more than 5 in a group.
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Maelstrom IN
A TEACUP
I’m at Orwell Motorcycles in Ipswich again with my Kawasaki 1400GTR for
another service. This time it’s at 40,000 miles. I’ll have to cut down on the midweek bacon/cake hunts! ☺ As usual I’ll be after a courtesy bike and I spot the
Suzuki V-Stroms sitting outside as I arrived. There’s a 650 and also a 1000, both
recently given makeovers (there’s also a 250 being added to the range). I’ve
never ridden either model so asked if I could have a go on the 1000 version as I
know several SAM members have these.
Having dealt with all the formalities of
licence sharing and insurance (and
running back to the service desk to give
them the GTR’s fob/key!), I’m shown
around the bike. It’s an impressive
looking, large, imposing machine in the
now familiar Adventure style. (Will the
marketing men let us have any other
style in the future?) The engine is a
1037cc V-Twin putting out 100 HP
with maximum torque at 4,000 rpm and
is connected to the rear wheel by
conventional chain drive. There’s the
usual tech of ABS (upgraded to the
type that works in corners), traction
control and power modes. Suzuki has
also added a slipper clutch (which I
didn’t test), Low RPM Assist (LRA)
and Easy Start. The LRA automatically
raises the revs if they are not high
enough as you pull away. This should
avoid one of the common low speed
tumbles experienced by big twin riders
as a bike stalls during very low revs
manoeuvres. This is tech that has been
on a lot of diesel cars for a long time.
‘Dumbing down’ or a safety aid? You decide. The Easy Start keeps cranking the
engine until it starts without you having to hold in the starter button. This was
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hardly a chore before, but I think this has more to do with Euro 4 emissions
compliance. Finally, I was pleased to see that the bike has a ‘modern’ solid frame
rather than a trellis tubed one (but that’s a personal preference based on
aesthetics rather than performance).

With the engine running making a typical V-twin rumble, I climbed on board.
The riding position is the usual wide spread arms, and the seat height gave me a
nice relaxed leg angle for the pegs, brake and gear lever. Pulling away the lazy
torque from the big V-Twin just moves the bike along effortlessly, though I
immediately found that the throttle is very sensitive, with a very light action.
Once out of town and on to some of my favourite B roads, the bike really comes
alive and you can ride using the torquey engine to maintain a beautiful flowing
pace, with acceleration and deceleration being achieved purely using the throttle.
To be honest, I’d need to ride it a lot more as the engine braking in full power
mode is almost excessive when combined with the light throttle action. My arm
really ached from trying to avoid bumpy roads being fed into the throttle. I did
try setting the power to the lowest level but it only softened the delivery a little.
I’m sure most owners will find the setting they like most and leave it there.
Like most adventure bikes there’s not a lot of wind protection but the small
screen is very effective. It has an innovative design where it can be set at one of
three angles by gently pushing it away from you. The arms are on a ratchet and it
re-settles in to the next position: No screwdrivers required or electric motors to
wear out.
The bike only had 250 miles on the clock when I took it out, so I didn’t give it a
hard time in my 90 odd miles to Sizewell for a much needed ice cream. The
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suspension coped well with the bumpy B roads and there wasn’t excessive dive
from the upside down forks that you can experience on some adventure bikes.
I’m afraid I can’t say how the seat will perform over longer distances but there is
room to move about and it did seem firm enough, whereas some are over squishy
and become uncomfortable on longer runs. There’s a lower seat available for the
vertically challenged.
Finally, there are the instruments.
These are dominated by the clock
style rev counter and beside that
are a couple of LCD panels. One
of the panels has an easy to read,
large, numerical speedo while the
rest of the panel space is used to
display various information from
fuel capacity to mpg, traction
control and engine mode settings,
and can be flicked through using a
switch
on
the
left
bar.
Unfortunately, like many bikes
now, the display of this
information is way too small and
many riders, like me, would need
reading (not riding) glasses on to
view it. It’s a common complaint
and something that never seems to
get mentioned in reviews.
I enjoyed my morning on the VStrom and would recommend
having a test ride if you are in the
market for an adventure bike. The
V-Strom
1000
is
very
competitively priced at £9,499
(plus £220 for a main stand that all
the manufacturers seem to think is an optional extra!). Like all my reviews, I’d
happily add this to my garage of ‘a bike for each day of the week’. Next time you
are at Orwells, give one a try, or its smaller (capacity) brother the 650.

Mike Roberts
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Hints and Tips 2017
Sun, great roads and a sell-out event!
‘Well volunteered’ thanks Richard Toll for dropping me in it. No escape route
planned which I guess was my bad planning! After the Observer meeting a few
willing assistants came forward including two new Observers who had attended
the last H&T ride in 2015 so I guess that proves something about the value of this
ride.
So thanks to Glyn and Dean and I guess Ross, even though he left me ‘standing
at the alter’ on the day (some feeble excuse about it being his birthday). We set
out a plan using the same formulae as last time, with a circular route choosing
some of Suffolk’s finest tarmac. Yes as usual we even included a bit of single
track road much to some riders surprise! The mission as usual to ride a range of
roads/surfaces ending in a ‘bite to eat’.
The ‘hints and tips’ are offered ‘collectively’ at the stopping points on the route,
with general discussion being promoted by the Observer and Ride Leaders. This
is not a hard sell, it’s a light hearted look with a chance to gain experience from
each other.
It seemed like a good idea to go for an early date in the calendar avoiding ‘
mother’s day’ which caused some fun last time. So trying to organise this early as
people dragged their bikes out of the garage and polish their road skills.
Finding the stopping points for both circular routes culminated in a test ride on
the Fri to make sure all the ride leaders and Observers didn’t get lost (although
some still did!).
It turned out to be a sunny morning with 24 riders and 14 volunteer ride leaders
and observers turning out. With the promise of a ‘prize’ for the infamous ‘road
quiz’ (£35 Voucher for Ipswich Motorcycles in the bag) promised for the
toughest road sign, highway code and IAM knowledge quiz around. Of the 24
riders a good proportion were non-members which is great to see, most I guess
are encouraged to come along by SAM members promoting the group, so well
done to those of you who ‘dragged along another biker’.
Our Groups very own bike Photographer (Andy Burrows) all set to try and catch
some of the action on the way around, he positioned himself on a bend to try and
catch both clockwise and anti-clockwise routes (hopefully not all at the same
time! Photos are available from the Facebook page with a donation to SAM’s
chosen Charity of £5. Thanks to Mike Roberts for sorting out the pictures and all
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those who have taken up this offer. If you still want your high quality image, then
speak to Mike.
Arriving at Alder Carr Farm Café the riders were welcomed by the staff who
easily coped with the demands of 40 riders. Other visitors seemed impressed as
40 bikes ‘neatly parked’ outside lead to a few people approaching me saying how
great it was to see riders out practising motorcycle safety.
Who won the quiz? I hear you all ask, who had their eye’s on sticks searching out
every official road sign? Who knows the most about the IAM and the highway
code? Well congratulations to Tom C for an amazing score 17/23 (I told you it
was tough!).
The post event review highlights the usual challenges, with riders booking in
then not turning up and some turning up but not booking in! Please contact the
Organisers if you can’t make an event you’ve said you’re going to attend as it
helps us plan resources needed to support the event.
So great roads a bit of banter/food and hopefully some riders with refreshed
knowledge all the boxes ticked for a great morning out.
What’s next? Any-one prepared to make a weekend of it? Hints and Tips goes
Camping….? A possible option of various routes and maybe a visit planned. Not
too far maybe ‘darkest Essex’ or up into Norfolk?
So thanks for all who helped and of course the riders who turned up.

Ross, Dean, Glyn and André
Ride Co-ordinator and Ride Leader
David Wood,
Phil Sayer,

Chris Nunn,

Glyn Hill,

John Jenkins,

Martin Drury,

Keith Pavelin

Dean Harris,

Vini Evans.

Richard Ockelton

Ride Leaders
Brian Ellis,

Ken Beckinsale,

Tim Wash

Please check the SAM Calendar and SAM Forum on-line for last minute
changes/cancellations. On the Forum you will also find the routes as text, route
cards, and on Google Maps / Streetview, along with a photo of the destination, so
you can familiarise yourself with the route before the day.
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Editorial
Well. Mixed bag this month, Been out on the
bike twice this month, Once to club night and
then had a few errands to do.
July now so by now a most of you have been
out and about, of course the magazine would
be very interested in hearing from your
adventure, You might think it’s the most
boring ride ever but other might be on the
edge of their seats reading it.
I have this year started the Chiefs challenge, who I might add has put in a lot of
time and effort in compiling the program and clues, I how have to find a few
excuses why I need to go out on the bike. I have worked it out that I could do 6
sorties and that should do it… Famous last words…
I hope your all enjoying this warm weather, fields are starting to turn brown so
won’t be long before the harvest starts, then lots of tractors and overweight
trailers plodding their way round the country’s roads. So we have that delight to
look forward to at the end of the month.
Sunday morning now and its SAM breakfast run, again, I’m unable to go as
family, work and everything else seems to get in the way. Shame as I enjoyed the
rides.
Safe Riding

Felix...

Editor

Bowman’s Barn, Back Street, Gislingham, Suffolk. IP23 8JH.
Tel: 07712649860
editor@suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com
Thank you
To all the members who have contributed to this month’s magazine. ☺
But….. what about the rest of you…. 
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Closing date for copy Friday after club night
If you’d like to help save the Group on the printing and postage costs of your
monthly ‘hard copy’ of the ‘SAM Observer’ by opting to receive an email
notification instead, then please give me your email details on Group Night or
send me an email.
I hope that you have been enjoying the reports that members who go on ride outs
have written, and as you can see, it doesn’t have to be a wordy passage, so feel
free to scribble a few words down, a few pictures and next month you will have
another great magazine to read
Don’t forget to take your cameras and a notebook to record your trip then you
can write a nice article about it for your favourite magazine. I have a word
template if anyone would like it, email me and I’ll send you a copy which has all
the formatting re-set on it. Please remember that we use Times New Roman as
the main font for the magazine at a size 16 so that when the printer converts the
A4 pages down to A5 the font looks like a 12. I like pictures to be separate to
your articles because I can make them bigger or small to fill the page

Advertise in our magazine
Annual Advertising Rates:
Advertise on the SAM website for an additional £25.
Contact Felix for more details
07712649860
Sam.editor@btinternet.com
£50 for ½ page

£75 for full page

Norfolk Advanced Motorcyclists
3rd Monday of the month, 19:30, at Dunston Hall, A140,
Norwich, NR14 8PQ
Chairman,
Secretary,
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MEMBER INFORMATION
A lot of useful information about SAM and its activities is available on our
website. Below are some key links members will find useful.
CONTACTS
Contact details of SAM’s Committee & Observers, complete with photographs
so you can recognise everyone.
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/com
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/obs
CALENDAR
Our online calendar with relevant links which can also be linked to your
smartphone.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/cal
OBSERVER ASSOCIATE CHARTER
What is expected of the Observer and Associate while preparing for the IAM
motorcycle test.
Contact: Karl Hale
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/chart
CARING SAM
Our customer service & complaints procedures.
Contact: Brian Ellis
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/care
DISCOUNT SCHEME
Proof of identity will be required to be shown. (e.g. Current IAM/SAM
membership cards). Save your membership fee, and more, by using these
retailers who give a discount to SAM members.
Contact: Dean Harris
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/disc
ADVERTS
Got something to sell? Want to see what other members are selling? See our
online adverts section.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/ads
SHOPS
T-shirts, sweatshirts, fleeces, hats, and more are available from SAM’s two
online shops.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/shop
FORUM
All the latest news and discussion on all things SAM and motorcycle related.
Have a read, and then register to join in.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/forum
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SAM Events for your Diary
July 2017
Sunday 16th
Noose o’ Norfolk All day ride Meeting at Morrison’s car
park, Diss IP22 4XF in good time for 09:00 Briefing and subsequent
departure. See the article in June’s Magazine page 15
Tuesday 18th
SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 followed by
Guest Speaker and SAM member, Phil and Dee Acton, giving a talk on his
travels in South America Argentina, Bar and restaurant serving all types of
food/drinks including teas and coffees.
Thursday 20th
Theory Evening. Fynn Valley Golf Club. Come along and
learn more about Roadcraft. 19:30. This month’s topic: Cornering
Thursday 27th
Chip Ride. Peyton Plaice IP32 7BE Meet at Beacon Hill
Services IP6 8LP, in good time for 18:15 Briefing and subsequent departure. All
riders must attend Briefing.
Saturday 29th
C.O.T. Continuous Observer Training day. Contact: Karl
Hale Meeting at The Bell Inn, 10 St James's St, Castle Hedingham, Halstead
CO9 3EJ

August 2017
Wednesday 2nd

SAM Committee meeting. Fynn Valley Golf Club.19:30

Friday 4th ~ Saturday 5th Safe Rider

Cancelled

Saturday 5th ~ Sunday 6th
Long Melford Country Fair The SAM
Publicity Team will be attending this event. If you would like to help, please
contact any of the team
Sunday 6th
Breakfast Run, Bury Lane Farm Shop SG8 6DF Meet at
Stowmarket Tescos IP14 5BE in good time for 08:30 Briefing and subsequent
departure.
Sunday 13th
Motorcyle Dexterity & Control. Sidegate Primary School IP4.
This session is for Full Members only. Contact: Derek Barker to book a place.
Tuesday 15th SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 followed by
Guest Speaker traveller Rhys Lawrey (www.2mororider.com), Bar and
restaurant serving all types of food/drinks including teas and coffees.
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Thursday 17th Theory Evening. Fynn Valley Golf Club. Come along and learn
more about Roadcraft. 19:30. This month’s topic: Gears & Acceleration
Sunday 20th
Motorcyle Dexterity & Control. Sidegate Primary School IP4.
This session is for associates. Contact: Derek Barker to book a place.
Thursday 24th Chip Ride. Yates Fish & Chips CO14 8AH, Meet in car park
behind B&M Home Store at Copdock IP8 3TT, in good time for 18:15 Briefing
and subsequent departure.
Sunday 27th
Copdock Fun Run, Volunteers are required to be static
marshals on the route. If you can help please contact Committee Member Giles
Arbon. Times to be confirmed nearer the date.

September 2017
Breakfast Run, 3rd

TBA All riders must attend the Briefing

Wednesday 6th

SAM Committee meeting. Fynn Valley Golf Club.19:30

Saturday 16th
the Briefing

Autumn Saturday Jaunt TBA All riders must attend

Saturday 16th ~ Sunday 17th Henham Steam Rally, The SAM Publicity Team
will be attending this event. If you would like to help, please contact any of the
team
Sunday 17th
Observer Assessment Day A day for those wishing to train to
become an Observer where their suitability will be assessed. Contact: Karl Hale

Note from Editor
Please check the SAM Calendar & Forum for further details and for any changes
after going to press. Especially in winter months when the weather can be
unpredictable

Disclaimer
The articles published herein do not necessarily represent the views of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists or the Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist Group.
They are the opinions of individual contributors and are published with a view
that free expression promotes discussion and interests.
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